The Nature of Science
Chapter 1

A. Maller

What is Science?
Physics is not just a science but the ideal of what a science
should be.
A science is a field where the scientific method is used to
determine truth. The scientific methods is:
Observation
Experiment and Measurement
Formulation of a Theory or Model
Testing and Refinement
In physics your theory needs to also be writable as a
mathematical expression.
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Uncertainty
Measurement is essential to all sciences for without accurate
measurement you can never prove or disprove a theory. That is one of
the reason you have a laboratory section associated with this lecture.
No measurement can be perfect. A measurement always diﬀers from the
actual value of some quantity. We can see this because if some
measurement is done over and over again you won’t always get the same
answer. This is called measurement error.
More generally, the fact that the measurement has a certain limit to its
accuracy means there is always some uncertainty to the value measured.
Thus understanding the uncertainty of a measurement is crucial to
testing a scientific theory.
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Significant Figures
One way to be mindful of the limited accuracy of
measurement is to pay attention to significant figures.
Significant figures refers to how many digits to keep in a
calculation and the guiding principle is that your answer
shouldn’t become more accurate because you perform
some math operation.
4 ÷ 3 = 1.3333333
Is what you get on your calculator, but notice that the 4 and 3 you only had one digit accuracy
and now after the division you know the answer to a ten millionth. That seems wrong.

110 + 0.0037 = 110.0037

same in this case

Basically significant figures just comes down to not increasing the accuracy of your results
when you do math. Round oﬀ the answer so that it has the same accuracy as when you started.

4 ÷ 3 = 1.3

110 + 0.0037 = 110
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Units
As mentioned earlier, when talking about the real world a
number must either refer to a number of things, or it must
have a unit associated with it.
If you do not have a unit with your number and it needs one
then your answer is wrong.
Since we will be using units all the time, we will abbreviate
them so we don’t have to write as much. Thus meters will
just be m and seconds just s.
Make sure you know what the abbreviation stands for. Don’t
just write a letter if you don’t know what it means.
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The Metric System
We will always use the metric system for our units.
This is because the metric system is a really good system
that makes sense. The American system is terrible, so
terrible that the English who we got it from use the metric
system and not the English system.
The basis of the metric system is that there is one
fundamental unit for any kind of measurement and then you
just make it bigger or smaller by adding something in front.
For example meters gives you centimeters, kilometers,
nanometers, pico-meters, giga-meters, etc.
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The Fundamental Units
Most units can be derived from other units. There are only a few fundamental units that
have to be defined by some physical means.
Time - is measured in seconds. The second used to be defined as 1/86,400 of a solar day.
But since the length of the day is getting longer, this is not truly a constant. In 1967 the
definition was changed to be 9,192,631,770 vibrations of a Cesium atom which can be made
to vibrate in a very steady way.
Length - is measured in meters. The meter was first defined as 1/10,000,000 the distance
from the equator to the North Pole. In 1889 this was changed to the distance between two
lines on a platinum-iridium bar kept near Paris. In 1960 this was changed to 1,650,763.73
wavelengths of orange light emitted by Krypton atoms. In 1983, this was changed to the
distance light travels in 1/299,792,458 of a second. So actually length is not a fundamental
unit anymore.
Mass - is measured in kilograms. The kilogram is defined by a platinum-iridium cylinder
kept near Paris which has exact copies kept in the U.S. and other countries.
Charge - Next semester you will learn about the fundamental unit of electric charge, the
Ampere
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Table 1.2 Metric Prefixes for Powers of 10 and their Symbols
Prefix

Symbol

Value[1]

Example (some are approximate)

exa

E

10 18

exameter

10 18 m

distance light travels in a century

peta

P

10 15

petasecond Ps

10 15 s

30 million years

tera

T

10 12

terawatt

TW

10 12 W

powerful laser output

giga

G

10 9

gigahertz

GHz

10 9 Hz

a microwave frequency

mega

M

10 6

megacurie

MCi

10 6 Ci

high radioactivity

kilo

k

10 3

kilometer

km

10 3 m

about 6/10 mile

hecto

h

10 2

hectoliter

hL

10 2 L

26 gallons

deka

da

10 1

dekagram

dag

10 1 g

teaspoon of butter

—

—

10 0 (=1)

deci

d

10 −1

deciliter

dL

10 −1 L

less than half a soda

centi

c

10 −2

centimeter

cm

10 −2 m

fingertip thickness

milli

m

10 −3

millimeter

mm

10 −3 m

flea at its shoulders

micro

µ

10 −6

micrometer µm

10 −6 m

detail in microscope

nano

n

10 −9

nanogram

ng

10 −9 g

small speck of dust

pico

p

10 −12

picofarad

pF

10 −12 F small capacitor in radio

femto

f

10 −15

femtometer fm

10 −15 m size of a proton

atto

a

10 −18

attosecond as

10 −18 s

Em

time light crosses an atom

Notice that the
metric system is
just scientific
notation with
words.
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SI or MKS units
The standard unit of measurement is physics is called the MKS, or
meter, kilogram, second system.
Length - the basic unit of length is the meter.
Mass - the basic unit of mass is the kilogram.
Time - the basic unit of time is the second.
From these basic units all other more complicated units are derived.
There are other systems of basic units, like CGS. When you change
the basic units you get diﬀerent names for derived units.
For example in MKS the unit of energy is the Joule, but in CGS the
unit of energy is the erg.
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Unit Conversion
To convert units just multiply by a conversion factor
which should have a value of one. That is the numerator
and denominator of the conversion factor should be
equal to each other.
Units should cancel out to give the units you want.
Remember each power of a unit must be converted.
1km
80m ———- = 0.080 km
1000m
30cm2

(1m)(1m)
———————- = 0.0030 m2
(100cm)(100cm)
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Example 1.1: A Short Drive Home
Suppose that you drive the 10.0 km from your university to home in 20.0 min. Calculate your
average speed (a) in kilometers per hour (km/h) and (b) in meters per second (m/s). (Note: Average
speed is distance traveled divided by time of travel.)
First we calculate the average speed using the given units. Then we can get the average speed into
the desired units by picking the correct conversion factor and multiplying by it. The correct
conversion factor is the one that cancels the unwanted unit and leaves the desired unit in its place.
(1) Calculate average speed. Average speed is distance traveled divided by time of travel. (Take this
definition as a given for now—average speed and other motion concepts will be covered in a later
module.) In equation form,

distance
average speed =
time
<latexit sha1_base64="MwPx2aoo08Yc6I5j3LNGO52zMrI=">AAACFnicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdelmsAgutCQi2I1QcOOygn1AG8pkctMOnUzCzEQoIV/hxl9x40IRt+LOv3HSFtHWywwczjmXe+/xE86Udpwva2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tm19/ZbKk4lhSaNeSw7PlHAmYCmZppDJ5FAIp9D2x9dF3r7HqRisbjT4wS8iAwECxkl2lB9+4wYlQwA906LpxKAAF/hLAvMbCIo5L3YODLNIsjzvl1xqs6k8A9w50EFzarRtz97QUzTCISmnCjVdZ1EexmRmlEOebmXKkgIHZkNugYKEoHysslZOT42TIDDWJovNJ6wvzsyEik1jnzjjIgeqnmtIP/TuqkOa17GRJJqEHQ6KEw51jEuMsIBk0A1HxtAqGRmV0yHRBKqTZJlE8LCyYugdV51nap7e1Gp12ZxlNAhOkInyEWXqI5uUAM1EUUP6Am9oFfr0Xq23qz3qXXJmvUcoD9lfXwD42afNw==</latexit>

(2) Substitute the given values for distance and time.

10.0 km
km
average speed =
= 0.500
20.0 min
min
<latexit sha1_base64="Ys6lcWawYxeOF8jAGZs0gNP9R6Q=">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</latexit>

(3) Convert km/min to km/h: multiply by the conversion factor that will cancel minutes and leave
hours. That conversion factor is 60 min/hr . Thus,

km
60min
average speed = 0.500
⇥
= 30km/h
min
hr
<latexit sha1_base64="rmg2eeWhaSOftOV+oQ3nnnxEmdc=">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</latexit>
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Estimation
It is very useful in physics (and in the rest of you life) to
be able to estimate calculations.
Often the estimate is enough to figure out there is no
need to be more precise.
In class, the importance of estimation is that you want
to estimate what answer you get for a problem so that if
you get a very diﬀerent answer when you work it out in
detail, you can see that you made a mistake.
When you work out a problem the answer you get is wrong!
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Estimate 987,654× 48.65 ⋍ 50,000,000
1,000,000 × 50 = 50,000,000
now this actually equals 48,049,367.1

Estimate (14,870-942)/6.85

⋍ 2,000

14,000/7 = 2,000
correct answer is 2,033.284672
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Estimation
What is the volume of a bath tub?
How many people can a subway train carry?
What is the total mass of people on the Earth?
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Dimensional Analysis
Because physics is a science the units correspond to real
things. There may be many diﬀerent units but there is
one physical thing that they are measuring.
For example, seconds, hours, years, microseconds and
Giga-years all measure time.
We can use this to see if the units in a formula make any
sense. This is called dimensional analysis even though
unit analysis would make more sense.
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Dimensional Analysis
Pay = Pay Rate × Time
What could be units of time? How about units of Pay?
Then what must be the units of Pay Rate?
Mass = Length × Time
If I gave you the above equation could it be correct?
How about these?
Mass = A × Length × Time
Mass = A × Mass1 + B × Mass2
You can only add or subtract terms that have the same units
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Homework

Chapter 1 - 27,31,40,60,64,81
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